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AACC meetings/conferences
Better technology, workflow improve patient odds, 07/16:66
Painstaking process of drug monitoring, 08/16:01
As diabetic CKD takes toll, work on tests continues, 09/16:01
When pain management testing calls for a consult, 10/16:50
AACC annual meeting, 10/16:72

American Board of Pathology
ABP seeks volunteers to help shape next-generation MOC, 08/16:14

American Society for Microbiology
Labs enter a MALDI-TOF state of mind, 10/16:01
Who, what, when? Bringing order to influenza testing, 11/16:05

AMP molecular case reports
Metastatic cancer of unknown primary: diagnostic challenges, 05/16:12
SS18-SSX2 fusion transcript in the diagnosis of a poorly differentiated synovial sarcoma, 06/16:88
A rare case of Diamond Blackfan anemia: identifying the causative mutation using NGS, 07/16:52
A new case of severe hemophilia and Moyamoya (SHAM) syndrome, 08/16:74
ALK-negative anaplastic large T-cell lymphoma with a complex karyotype and DUSP22 gene rearrangement, 09/16:49
Vanishing roles in tissue microdissection revalued in salvaging a melanoma with micrometastasis for BRAF V600E mutation detection, 10/16:44
Detection of cnLOH as a sole abnormality in the diagnosis of myelodysplastic syndrome, 11/16:82
Isolated hepatic neuroendocrine tumor expressing albumin mRNA and arginase-1, 12/16:40

**Analyzers (see Instrumentation/instrument product guides)**

**Anemia**
A rare case of Diamond Blackfan anemia: identifying the causative mutation using NGS, 07/16:52

**Art inspired by pathology**
Inspired by pathology, connected through art, 09/16:80

**Automation**
Laboratory automation systems and workcells, 09/16:28

**Billing/revenue cycle management**
Clampdowns on out-of-network billing climb, 06/16:01

**Bioinformatics**
Next-gen sequencing workflow in full spate, 04/16:01

**Biomarkers**
Yale researchers dig for new kidney biomarkers, 10/16:18
Procalcitonin passes automation hurdle, 12/16:01

**Biotin**
Beauty fad’s ugly downside: test interference, 09/16:01

**Bladder cancer**
Bladder cancer preps for its star turn, 02/16:01

**Blood/coagulation/hematology (see also Phlebotomy)**
Hemostasis testing guide now out in new edition, 06/16:70

**Blood banking/transfusion**
26 ‘hot seat’ cases in new transfusion medicine text, 02/16:48
On guard against daratumumab interference, 10/16:01
Blood bank information systems, 10/16:30

**Cancer (see also Leukemia and Breast cancer/breast health)**
Cases focus on *ALK* false-negs, post-transplant tumor, 01/16:05
Bladder cancer preps for its star turn, 02/16:01
Community hospitals keep time on tissue handling, 02/16:03
Non-melanocytic lesions—preventing pitfalls in diagnosis, 02/16:64
Immunotherapy steers focus to microenvironment, 03/16:01
Prostate pointers—PIN, ASAP, mimics, and markers, 04/16:40
The challenge of intraductal carcinoma of prostate, 04/16:44
Metastatic cancer of unknown primary: diagnostic challenges, 05/16:12
**SS18-SSX2** fusion transcript in the diagnosis of a poorly differentiated synovial sarcoma, 06/16:88
For certain thyroid lesions, the shift is on, 07/16:01
Study finds what could be a key to prostate cancer progression, 10/16:01
Big hopes, bigger questions with PD-L1, 11/16:01
Epi proColon fires up hopes of capturing screening dodgers, 11/16:01
Lymphoid neoplasms: Steven Swerdlow on classification revisions, 12/16:01
Highs, lows of immune checkpoint inhibitors, 12/16:01

**Cancer staging manual**
New protocols on deck as pathology helps reshape cancer staging, 12/16:16

**CAP ’15 meeting**
Non-melanocytic lesions—preventing pitfalls in diagnosis, 02/16:64
Prostate pointers—PIN, ASAP, mimics, and markers, 04/16:40
The challenge of intraductal carcinoma of prostate, 04/16:44

**CAP ’16 meeting**
All-star team presented with CAP and Foundation awards, 10/16:91
Lymphoid neoplasms: Steven Swerdlow on classification revisions, 12/16:01
CAP Board of Governors
Throw your hat in the ring? Four CAP Board of Governor positions to open, 01/16:57

CAP lab accreditation/checklists/protocols
New tests, technologies at center of 2016 CAP checklist revamp, 08/16:01
In situ hybridization: more harmony across checklists, 08/16:60
Less legwork, more clarity seen in personnel changes, 09/16:66

CAP news
Proficiency tests on multiple instruments: CMS clarifies regs, 03/16:34

CAP Press
26 ‘hot seat’ cases in new transfusion medicine text, 02/16:48
Hemostasis testing guide now out in new edition, 06/16:70

CAP programs/products/services (see also Proficiency testing)
Glass slide programs to have latest terms, ancillary clues, 08/16:29

CAP TODAY webinars
PD-L1, other targeted therapies await more standardized IHC, 02/16:01
FilmArray ME panel—clinical trial to 1st clinical test, 05/16:24
Making the best of PD-L1 IHC testing, 07/16:01
Method or test? Providing clarity to clinicians on NGS, 09/16:07

CAP webinars
Immunotherapy steers focus to microenvironment, 03/16:01
FilmArray GI: findings from first months of clinical use, 04/16:64
Dip in revenue, many technical component codes in for a hit, 08/16:04

Cardiovascular disease/cardiac markers
Heart biopsy the first step on a complex path, 05/16:01
More clarity over time for heart failure biomarkers, 06/16:20

Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services
Proficiency tests on multiple instruments: CMS clarifies regs, 03/16:34
CLIA
Proficiency tests on multiple instruments: CMS clarifies regs, 03/16:34

CLSI (formerly NCCLS)
IQCP without agony at the point of care, 04/16:01

Coagulation (see Blood/coagulation/hematology)

Colon
Epi proColon fires up hopes of capturing screening dodgers, 11/16:01

Companion diagnostics
Rebooting IHC for companion diagnostics, 01/16:01

Consults (see Toxicology consults)

Crossword puzzle
Use your words—a cytopathology puzzle, 01/16:40

Cytopathology and More
Anal cytology: life-saving potential at low cost, 01/16:38
Use your words—a cytopathology puzzle, 01/16:40
Assessing needle core biopsy adequacy—survey of practices, 05/16:58
Paris System: a new paradigm for urinary cytology, 05/16:58
Managing adults with thyroid nodules and cancer—2015 guideline highlights, 05/16:62
The evolving management of LSIL in Pap tests, 08/16:25
Endoscopic ultrasound-guided FNA and core biopsy: Are we progressing to a best practice?, 08/16:25
Glass slide programs to have latest terms, ancillary clues, 08/16:29

Cytopathology/histology (see also Cytopathology and More)

Diabetes
As diabetic CKD takes toll, work on tests continues, 09/16:01
Diagnostic assays/markers/tests/test kits
With high-sensitivity troponins, watching and waiting continue, 05/16:01
FilmArray ME panel—clinical trial to 1st clinical test, 05/16:24
Early days, early detection, early treatment for HIV, 05/16:38
Better technology, workflow improve patient odds, 07/16:66
Beauty fad’s ugly downside: test interference, 09/16:01
As diabetic CKD takes toll, work on tests continues, 09/16:01
Mass spec up front for pain management testing, 09/16:18
Labs enter a MALDI-TOF state of mind, 10/16:01
Yale researchers dig for new kidney biomarkers, 10/16:18
Epi proColon fires up hopes of capturing screening dodgers, 11/16:01
Up next for MALDI-TOF mass spec: AFB, molds, 11/16:01
Sequencing goes deep to find rubella in uveitis patient, 11/16:46
Procalcitonin passes automation hurdle, 12/16:01

Drug treatments/trials/dosing
Quizzed in Ansbach, then key to a drug trial for mast cell disease, 09/15:01
On guard against daratumumab interference, 10/16:01

Drugs of abuse
Better technology, workflow improve patient odds, 07/16:66
Painstaking process of drug monitoring, 08/16:01

Editorials of CAP president (see From the President’s Desk)

Estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) (see Kidney disease)

Executive War College
In *C. diff* and cardiac care, lab steps up decision support, 07/16:05
Not fit to test: battling high hemolysis rates in the ED, 08/16:22

Fluoroquinolone-resistant *Escherichia coli*
No answers yet for prostate biopsy infection, 01/16:06
From the President’s Desk
Flexibility matters, 01/16:11
Why we need to talk, 02/16:11
More transparency, more accountability, 03/16:11
Our role in population health, 04/16:11
Stepping outside our comfort zones, 05/16:11
CAP16: All in one place, 06/16:11
Keeping your eye on the ball—and not, 07/16:11
Let’s close the knowledge gap, 08/16:17
In the eye of the brainstorm, 09/16:11
How clarity can bridge our silos, 10/16:11
When diagnosticians converse, 11/16:11
Where we direct our gaze, 12/16:11

Gastrointestinal panel
FilmArray GI: findings from first months of clinical use, 04/16:64

Genetics/genetic testing (see also Next-generation sequencing)
Mosaicism adds to challenge in molecular diagnostics, 05/16:44

Glucose/insulin/blood sugars
Glucose PT criteria reset stirs standards debate, 06/16:01

Hematopathology
Roads cross in clonal hematopoiesis and stem cell studies, 03/16:24

Hemolysis
Not fit to test: battling high hemolysis rates in the ED, 08/16:22

HIV
Early days, early detection, early treatment for HIV, 05/16:38
Finding the fast track with ’14 HIV algorithm, 06/16:01

Human papillomavirus
Anal cytology: life-saving potential at low cost, 01/16:38
Immunohistochemistry
Rebooting IHC for companion diagnostics, 01/16:01
PD-L1, other targeted therapies await more standardized IHC, 02/16:01

Immunotherapy
Immunotherapy steers focus to microenvironment, 03/16:01
Highs, lows of immune checkpoint inhibitors, 12/16:01

In situ hybridization
In situ hybridization: more harmony across checklists, 08/16:60

Infection control
For infection control, PCR and culture compared, 01/16:28
Studies split on pre-prostate TRUS biopsy screening, 10/16:05

Infectious disease
Who, what, when? Bringing order to influenza testing, 11/16:05

Influenza
In late flu season, early signs of new tests’ impact, 04/16:01
Who, what, when? Bringing order to influenza testing, 11/16:05

Informatics/information technology (see Lab information systems, software technologies)

Instrumentation/instrument product guides
Coagulation analyzers, 01/16:18
Bedside glucose testing systems, 01/16:41
Coagulation analyzers—point of care, self-monitoring, 03/16:18
Chemistry analyzers for low-volume laboratories, 04/16:20
In vitro blood gas analyzers, 05/16:64
Automated immunoassay analyzers, 06/16:30
Chemistry analyzers for mid- and high-volume labs, 07/16:32
Automated tissue processors, 08/16:32
Tissue-embedding instruments, 08/16:37
Automated microtomes, 08/16:40
Automated staining instruments, 08/16:43
Laboratory automation systems and workcells, 09/16:28
Automated molecular platforms, 10/16:56
Hematology analyzers, 11/16:56
Next-generation sequencing instruments, 12/16:22

Insulin (see Glucose/insulin/blood sugars)

Kidney disease/kidney injury
Yale researchers dig for new kidney biomarkers, 10/16:18

Lab accreditation (see CAP lab accreditation/checklists/protocols)

Lab information systems, software technologies
Anatomic pathology computer systems, 02/16:23
Broadening the productivity spectrum with middleware, 03/16:01
Next-gen sequencing workflow in full spate, 04/16:01
Beyond connectivity: middleware’s shifting shape, 04/16:05
Laboratory-provider links software, 04/16:47
Billing/accounts receivable/RCM systems, 05/16:17
Blood bank information systems, 10/16:30
Laboratory information systems, 11/16:22
LIS of today a far cry from its ancestors, 11/16:22
What molecular diagnostics laboratory systems offer, 12/16:50

Laboratory administration/management
Lab shoots for better phlebotomy service, satisfied patients, 03/16:46
Laboratory 2.0: Changing the conversation, 07/16:01

Laboratory consolidation/mergers/sales
Fresh options fuel lab asset reshuffle, 05/16:01
All for one, one for all? Laboratory consolidation, 06/16:05

Laboratory efficiency/cost-savings measures
Lab shoots for better phlebotomy service, satisfied patients, 03/16:46
Laboratory 2.0: Changing the conversation, 07/16:01
In *C. diff* and cardiac care, lab steps up decision support, 07/16:05

**Laboratory profiles**
Lab shoots for better phlebotomy service, satisfied patients, 03/16:46

**Laboratory test problems/pitfalls**
Not fit to test: battling high hemolysis rates in the ED, 08/16:22

**Letters**
Ductal carcinoma in situ, 02/16:11
Active surveillance, 02/16:14
Laboratory analytics, 02/16:14
Incorrect ad, 11/16:13
Immunoassay interference, 11/16:13
Prostate cancer, 11/16:13

**Liquid biopsy**
Liquid biopsy—much to do about something, 03/16:01

**MALDI-TOF (see Mass spectrometry)**

**Management issues (see Laboratory administration/management)**

**Mass spectrometry**
Mass spec up front for pain management testing, 09/16:18
Labs enter a MALDI-TOF state of mind, 10/16:01
Up next for MALDI-TOF mass spec: AFB, molds, 11/16:01

**Mast cell disease/mastocytosis**
Quizzed in Ansbach, then key to a drug trial for mast cell disease, 09/15:01

**Medicare/Medicaid (see Physician fee schedule)**

**Meningitis/encephalitis**
FilmArray ME panel—clinical trial to 1st clinical test, 05/16:24
**Metagenomic deep sequencing**
Sequencing goes deep to find rubella in uveitis patient, 11/16:46

**Microbiology**
When to fire up large multiplex PCR?, 01/16:01
For infection control, PCR and culture compared, 01/16:28
Urine preanalytics guideline effort highlights data need, 02/16:01
Cutting cultures: the move to all molecular in virology, 03/16:05
FilmArray GI: findings from first months of clinical use, 04/16:64

**Middleware**
Broadening the productivity spectrum with middleware, 03/16:01
Beyond connectivity: middleware’s shifting shape, 04/16:05

**Molecular pathology/diagnostics (see also Polymerase chain reaction technology and AMP molecular case reports)**
Roads cross in clonal hematopoiesis and stem cell studies, 03/16:24
Diagnosing polycythemia vera, 04/16:16
Mosaicism adds to challenge in molecular diagnostics, 05/16:44
What molecular diagnostics laboratory systems offer, 12/16:50

**Mosaicism**
Mosaicism adds to challenge in molecular diagnostics, 05/16:44

**Myocardial infarction (see Cardiovascular disease/cardiac markers)**

**NCCLS (see CLSI)**

**Needle core biopsies**
Assessing needle core biopsy adequacy—survey of practices, 05/16:58

**Newsbytes**
Negotiating SaaS contracts: what to do and what to avoid, 01/16:54
FDA testing bioinformatics platform, 01/16:55
CPSI to purchase Healthland, 01/16:55
Carequality collaborative releases interoperability framework, 01/16:55
Xifin enters partnership with QualityStar, 01/16:56
Psyche recognized by magazine for CIOs, 01/16:56
IT staffing considerations for the NGS laboratory, 02/16:77
Meaningful use to end as EHR incentive programs revamped, 02/16:78
ONC releases interactive compendium of health IT policies by state, 02/16:79
Visiun adds test utilization to cloud-based analytics systems, 02/16:79
Digital consults: options for getting from here to there, 03/16:62
New Cerner website focuses on SMART on FHIR tools, 03/16:63
Orchard forms partnership with Marshfield health system, 03/16:63
KLAS Enterprises announces annual vendor honors, 03/16:64
ONC touts role of HIPAA in advancing interoperability, 03/16:64
Oracle offers software that supports precision medicine, 03/16:64
Finding, fixing, and foiling shadow IT problems, 04/16:72
HHS website highlights interoperability projects, 04/16:73
BBCS offers discount to Blood Centers of America, 04/16:73
Ambry Genetics debuts free human genomes database, 04/16:73
Omnyx launches digital pathology software, 04/16:74
Sunquest acquires Genelnsight, 05/16:77
Technidata launches lab system, 05/16:77
HHS seeks feedback on measuring growth of interoperability in health IT, 05/16:77
Xifin upgrades collaboration and clinical data-management platform, 05/16:77
Kalorama Information releases report on global LIS market, 05/16:77
Aspyra announces LIS installation, 05/16:77
ONC interoperability project underway, with CAP input, 06/16:94
Sunquest offering new version of lab system, 06/16:94
AP-Visions releases pain-management module, 06/16:95
BBCS awarded contracts, 06/16:95
SCC software secures ONC HIT certification, 06/16:95
How to minimize cybersecurity risks from business associates, 07/16:99
Medical societies urge feds to alter interoperability measures, 07/16:99
Optra debuts digital pathology system in subscription model, 07/16:99
Contracts and installations, 07/16:99
Document-management systems worthwhile if you go extra mile, 08/16:80
HHS releases guidance on ransomware attacks, 08/16:82
McKesson alters IT business, 08/16:82
Leica sample-tracking system added to Psyche products, 08/16:82
Agilent buys iLab Solutions, 08/16:82
Graph database technology: what it can do given the chance, 09/16:90
Group seeks participants to help foreign labs meet needs, 09/16:90
ONC tool grades C-CDA documents for interoperability, 09/16:92
BBCS releases new version of ABO Express, 09/16:92
Prototype devise provides fast bacterial infection diagnosis, 09/16:92
Voicebrook announces software installation, 09/16:92
Process improvement software more than online suggestion box, 10/16:100
Viewics launches analytics tool for diabetes management, 10/16:102
Hc1.com joins forces with Experian Health, 10/16:102
OptraScan introduces whole slide imaging scanner, 10/16:102
Contracts and installations, 10/16:102
How a pathology website can help build pathology websites, 11/16:93
CompuGroup introduces lab information system, 11/16:94
PierianDx purchases Tute Genomics, 11/16:95
Sequencing.com launches genetic data platform, 11/16:94
Dominion Diagnostics offers customers mobile app, 11/16:94
BBCS awarded contract, 11/16:94
The benefits of building a dedicated LIS support team, 12/16:59
Sunquest buys UniConnect, 12/16:60
Psyche and CGM team up, 12/16:60
Visiopharm in relationships with Pathcore and Sectra, 12/16:61
Qiagen partners with Genohm on middleware, 12/16:61
Technidata enters deal to expand in Middle East, 12/16:61

**Next-generation sequencing/Sanger sequencing**
In next-gen sequencing, panel versus exome, 01/16:01
Next-gen sequencing workflow in full spate, 04/16:01
Mosaicism adds to challenge in molecular diagnostics, 05/16:44
Update on the frontier of NGS, 07/16:56
Method or test? Providing clarity to clinicians on NGS, 09/16:07

**Obituary**
In memoriam, Thomas P. Wood, MD | 1929-2016, 04/16:08
In memoriam, Raymond C. Zastrow, MD | 1930-2016, 06/16:12
In memoriam, Kay H. Woodruff, MD | 1942-2016, 07/16:16
In memoriam, Tyra T. Hutchens, MD | 1921-2016, 11/16:12

**Outreach labs**
Is the value of hospital lab outreach underrated?, 12/16:05

**Pain management**
Painstaking process of drug monitoring, 08/16:01
Mass spec up front for pain management testing, 09/16:18
When pain management testing calls for a consult, 10/16:50

**Pap tests (see Cytopathology and More)**

**Pathologist training/education**
ABP seeks volunteers to help shape next-generation MOC, 08/16:14

**Payment issues**
Clampdowns on out-of-network billing climb, 06/16:01

**PD-L1 testing/expression**
Making the best of PD-L1 IHC testing, 07/16:01
Big hopes, bigger questions with PD-L1, 11/16:01
Recent approvals and the pipeline, 12/16:50

**Phlebotomy**
Lab shoots for better phlebotomy service, satisfied patients, 03/16:46

**Physician fee schedule**
Dip in revenue, any technical component codes in for a hit, 08/16:04
Medicare revises 2017 discount on add-on codes, 12/16:08
Point-of-care testing/guidelines/standards
IQCP without agony at the point of care, 04/16:01  
Making a smooth pivot to point-of-care IQCP, 05/16:03

Polycythemia vera  
Diagnosing polycythemia vera, 04/16:16

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technology
When to fire up large multiplex PCR?, 01/16:01  
For infection control, PCR and culture compared, 01/16:28

Procalcitonin  
Procalcitonin passes automation hurdle, 12/16:01

Proficiency testing (see also CAP programs/products/services)
Proficiency tests on multiple instruments: CMS clarifies regs, 03/16:34  
Glucose PT criteria reset stirs standards debate, 06/16:01

Project Santa Fe
Laboratory 2.0: Changing the conversation, 07/16:01

Prostate
No answers yet for prostate biopsy infection, 01/16:06  
Prostate pointers—PIN, ASAP, mimics, and markers, 04/16:40  
The challenge of intraductal carcinoma of prostate, 04/16:44  
Study finds what could be a key to prostate cancer progression, 10/16:01  
Studies split on pre-prostate TRUS biopsy screening, 10/16:05

Public health information/public health laboratories  
In praise of the path less traveled: public health labs, 07/16:75

Put it on the Board  
2016 may be year of action on laboratory-developed tests, 01/16:62  
Kaiser Permanente to acquire Group Health, 01/16:61  
Tango Infinity cleared, 01/16:61  
Beckman sells genomic services business, 01/16:61
Clearance for Luminex respiratory panel, 01/16:61
LabCorp to buy Pathology Inc., 01/16:61
CLIA waiver for Cepheid’s POC flu/RSV test, 01/16:61
Case-based guide to practice management, 01/16:61
FDA open to whole-slide imaging as class II device, 02/16:86
Siemens’ high-volume coag analyzer cleared, 02/16:85
With Alere purchase, Abbott claims POC test mantle, 02/16:85
$1.3 billion for Affymetrix, 02/16:85
Illumina pursues blood-based cancer screening, 02/16:85
45% of pathologists report burnout, 02/16:85
CMS cities deficiencies at Theranos lab, 02/16:85
Case raises uncertainty on autopsy’s legal status, 03/16:70
ConfirmMDx added to NCCN guidelines, 03/16:69
Higher-throughput FilmArray system cleared, 03/16:69
CE for BD blood separation technology, 03/16:69
Most DTC genetic results not shared with doctors, 03/16:69
Blue Cross covers Sequenom tests in California, 03/16:69
Logistics hurdles overcome for single Pap-HPV report, 04/16:82
In EHR inboxes, test results outnumbered, 04/16:81
Automated cervical cancer screening system approved, 04/16:81
Cell-free DNA-Seq kits gain ISO 13485 certification, 04/16:81
Mass General will study Philips’ WSI for primary Dx, 04/16:81
AMP criticizes FDA action on lab-developed Zika test, 04/16:81
DiaSorin to acquire Focus Diagnostics, 04/16:81
FDA approves Abbott companion diagnostic for CLL, 05/16:82
SelectMDx study published in European Urology, 05/16:82
Quest Zika test authorized for emergency use, 05/16:82
Epigenomics receives FDA approval for Epi proColon, 05/16:82
Leica to collaborate on companion diagnostic, 05/16:82
Guidance seen as sign of FDA openness to digital pathology, 06/16:102
Eco effort cuts biohazard waste, saves money, 06/16:101
EGFR mutation liquid biopsy OK’d as companion Dx, 06/16:101
Qiagen adds Horizon QC to next-generation system, 06/16:101
Siemens enters molecular oncology services market, 06/16:101
Roche PD-L1 tabbed as complementary test, 06/16:101
Michel: The good, bad, and ugly that labs need to know, 07/16:106
FDA allows use of two more Zika tests, 07/16:105
Structured illumination microscopy used to detect nephrotic kidney disease, 07/16:105
CAP lands deeming authority as California lab accredditor, 7/16:105
LabCorp will acquire Sequenom, 08/16:88
New York ends state PT services, 08/16:88
St. Jude lands CAP ISO 15189 accreditation, 08/16:88
Epigenomics’ DNA test included in CRC guideline, 08/16:88
OSU to deploy Inspirata digital pathology solution, 08/16:88
Mindray’s clinical chemistry analyzer cleared, 08/16:87
Successful Keytruda trial stopped early, 08/16:87
Top court clarifies autopsy’s place in Texas law, 08/16:87
EUA for Siemens Zika assay, 08/16:87
AMP lays out clinical utility standard for molecular Dx, 09/16:102
Alere’s RSV test cleared, 09/16:101
HHS announces $15.5 million for rapid Zika tests, 09/16:101
MammaPrint may help more women avoid chemo, 09/16:101
Cancer Moonshot has diagnostic thrust, 10/16:106
Survey: MACRA will push doctors to leave small practices, 10/16:105
War College, DxA meetings coordinated, 10/16:105
Danaher to buy Cepheid for $4 billion, 10/16:105
FDA approves Ventana PD-L1 (SP142) assay, 11/16:102
Access TSH (3rd IS) assay cleared for Beckman systems, 11/16:102
Advanced MALDI-TOF use subject of AMP report, 11/16:102
FDA clearance for Quidel Solana influenza A+B, 11/16:101
SeraCare develops first multiplexed cardiomyopathy reference material, 12/16:66
Thermo Fisher submits PMA application for multigene CDx, 12/16:66
Ventana ALK CDx approved for use on BenchMark Ultra, 12/16:66
Siemens Healthineers acquires Conworx, 12/16:66
Qiagen GeneReader NGS system to be relaunched in U.S., 12/16:65
Illumina launches TruSight Tumor 170 NGS assay, 12/16:65
FDA clears Ortho Vision Max analyzer, 12/16:65
Q&A

Are CDC recommendations to screen baby boomers for hepatitis C virus the most prudent way to capture those individuals who will progress to liver cancer? (Hillyard), 01/16:56

If a pathologist in a private group that has a professional contract with a health system works a lot of hours on an EHR or LIS installation and is not compensated for his or her time, could that be considered an inducement under the anti-kickback law? (Wood), 01/16:56

Should I validate new reagent lot numbers for chemistry and hematology reagents? (Martire), 01/16:56

Requirements of primary Pap screeners and requirements when having Pap tests screened at another hospital (Crothers), 02/16:80

Should we place an environmental organism in our MALDI-TOF library and report it? (Procop), 02/16:80

Are there labs that use postanalytic comparisons of clinical lab results during the testing interval between QA checks to ascertain if the autoverified results being release are reasonable? (Schifman), 03/16:60

Do slide identifications for urine or sputum eosinophils need to be in the IQCP? (Liubinskas), 03/16:60

For cases of microcytosis with high RBC count but without anemia, should we give the same recommendation as for an anemic patient? (Oliveira), 04/16:76

How do most hospital labs perform and report post-vasectomy semen checks? (Nelson), 04/16:76

What lab test should be used to monitor the effect of the heart failure medication Entresto (sacubitril/valsartan)? (Januzzi), 5/16:76

Establishing a department policy to address changes to diagnoses after receiving a consultation report (Branton), 05/16:76

The growing trend of using type A fresh frozen plasma in emergencies instead of type AB (Dunbar), 06/16:93

What is the value of doing incubated mixing studies on prolonged prothrombin times? (Moser), 06/16:93

What are the steps to validating maximum dilution for certain analytes when the stated manufacturer dilution is not enough? (Horowitz), 07/16:100
What is considered best practice for verifying platelet-poor plasma for coagulation? (Johari), 07/16:100
When you result the platelet count from the sodium citrate tube, is it a CAP requirement to attach a comment? (Darden), 08/16:79
Should a patient with a hematocrit greater than 55 percent be redrawn for correction always or only when prothrombin time and partial prothrombin time are elevated? (Goodwin), 08/16:79
If the white cell count is very high, should we count more than 100 cells for a manual differential? (Mahe), 09/16:89
What is the recommended method to replace the Bayer Clinitest reagent tablets for reducing substances? (Matney), 09/16:90
Guidelines for proper handling and processing of blood specimens collected in serum separator tubes (Green), 10/16:99
Availability of regulations guiding the practice of taking additional blood samples from a patient even though there are no orders for the blood samples (Alter), 10/16:99
Understanding the Gleason grading system (Zhou), 11/16:92
Requirement for comparability studies between the blood gas hemoglobin and the hematology analyzer hemoglobin results (Graff), 11/16:92
The proper way to correct CBC parameters for lipemia and bilirubinemia (Lewis), 11/16:93
Making an informed decision about an employee’s fitness for work when HIPAA blocks vital information (Blake), 11/16:93
Availability of guidelines on microsatellite instability analysis by immunohistochemistry on colorectal adenocarcinomas (Bellizzi), 12/16:58
CAP’s use of a Wright-Giemsa stain for the urine eosinophils on proficiency testing (Vergara-Lluri), 12/16:59

**Quality assurance/quality control/quality improvement**
IQCP without agony at the point of care, 04/16:01
Making a smooth pivot to point-of-care IQCP, 05/16:03

**Self-testing (see Point-of-care testing)**
Sepsis
Procalcitonin passes automation hurdle, 12/16:01

Shorts on Standards
Nanotechnology in the clinical laboratory, 01/16:16
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